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Abstract—With the pervasiveness of mobile devices and the
development of wireless communication technique, location-based
services (LBS) have made our life more convenient, and the
polygons spatial query, which can provide more flexible LBS, has
attracted considerable interest recently. However, the flourish of
polygons spatial query still faces many challenges including the
query information privacy. In this paper, we present an efficient
and privacy-preserving polygons spatial query framework for
location-based services, called Polaris. With Polaris, the LBS
provider outsources the encrypted LBS data to cloud server,
and the registered user can query any polygon range to get
accurate LBS results without divulging his/her query information
to the LBS provider and cloud server. Specifically, an efficient
special polygons spatial query algorithm (SPSQ) over ciphertext
is constructed, based on an improved homomorphic encryption
technology over composite order group. With SPSQ, Polaris can
search outsourced encrypted LBS data in cloud server by the
encrypted request, and respond the encrypted polygons spatial
query results accurately. Detailed security analysis shows that
the proposed Polaris can resist various known security threats.
In addition, performance evaluations via implementing Polaris on
smartphone and workstation with real LBS dataset demonstrate
Polaris’ effectiveness in term of real environment.

Index Terms—Location-based services, privacy-preserving,
polygons spatial query, accuracy.

I. Introduction

LOcation-based services (LBS), which are a general class
of computer program-level services that use location data

to control features [1]–[4], are widly used in a variety of
contexts [5]–[7], such as financial services, transport, leisure
travel, healthcare, automotive, ad agencies, etc. Users only
need to input a geographical position, then the LBS can pro-
vide the most relevant information to them. For example, when
an individual is travelling in a strange place, LBS can help
him/her locate some places, such as tourist attractions, hotel,
the nearest hospital and so on. For providing more flexible and
convenient LBS, polygons spatial query has been proposed
and attracted considerable interest recently. We consider the
following scenario as shown in Fig.1, individuals may prefer
the hospital A to B, although the linear distance from the
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former is farther than the latter. Considering the actual road
situation, it is obvious that going hospital A is more convenient
and faster than B.

Although polygons spatial query can provide LBS more
conveniently, owing to the sensitivity of users’ location in-
formation, there are still many challenges lying ahead in the
development of LBS system [8]–[10]. For instance, plenty of
users’ sensitive information (such as location, interest, etc.)
could be easily analyzed and revealed by the LBS provider
[11], [12]. If those sensitive information is obtained by an
attacker who could determine users’ location and track them,
this will open up many computer-aided crime possibilities
(harassment, car theft, kidnapping, etc.). Therefore, how to de-
sign a secure and efficient privacy-preserving polygons spatial
query framework for LBS system has attracted considerable
interest recently.

To address these challenges, the k-Anonymity technique
[13]–[15], cloaking technique [16], [17] and homomorphic en-
cryption techniques [18], [19] are introduced in LBS. Specif-
ically, k-Anonymity ensures that a user cannot be identified
with a probability at least 1/k through parting user location into
groups each containing at least k users. Cloaking technique
is extensively used to prevent the disclosure of user’s data
through blurring user location into a cloaked spatial regions.
However, both k-Anonymity technique and cloaking technique
bring heavy communication overhead to user side, which lead
to much energy consumption on the mobile device. In addi-
tion, traditional homomorphic encryption techniques, which
can achieve data operations over encrypted data with low
communication overhead, ensure that the probability of a user
being identified is very low. However, most of them require
massive resource-consuming computation, which makes them
not quite suitable for the mobile device, either.

In this paper, we propose an efficient and privacy-preserving
polygons spatial query framework for location-based services,
called Polaris. With Polaris, the LBS provider can outsource
their encrypted data to the cloud server, and users can query
any polygon range to get accurate encrypted LBS results in
cloud server with encrypted query information. In addition, the
proposed framework is characterized by protecting the users’
query information privacy from the LBS provider and cloud
server, and keeping LBS provider’s sensitive data secret from
the cloud server. Specifically, the main contributions of this
paper are threefold.
• First, the proposed Polaris provides a privacy-preserving

polygons spatial query framework for LBS. With Polaris,
users can set the query range independently and keep
his/her query polygons secret from the LBS provider and
cloud server. Meanwhile, the LBS provider can also keep
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Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture of LBS.

the data items secret from the outsourced cloud server.
Since the users’ encrypted queries and the encrypted
LBS data are processed in the cloud server during the
process of polygons range spatial query, to minimize the
privacy disclosure due to the analysis of cloud server,
Polaris introduces an improved homomorphic encryption
technology over composite order group and hash value
sequences. In addition, only registered users are allowed
to query and obtain the desirable LBS data.

• Second, the proposed Polaris provides an accurate poly-
gons spatial query algorithm. We construct an efficient
special polygon spatial query algorithm (SPSQ) over
composite order group based on the 2DNF [20] cryp-
tosystem. Specifically, through using the Pollard’s lambda
method [21], SPSQ can quickly determine whether the
target point within the polygon over ciphertext.

• Third, Polaris provides efficient polygon spatial query
services in real environment. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed Polaris in terms of the computation
complexity of the LBS provider, cloud server and users,
and deploy Polaris in smartphone and workstation with
a real LBS dataset. Performance evaluation demonstrates
that the proposed Polaris can provide an efficient privacy-
preserving spatial polygon query in real environment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we formalize the system model, security model,
and identify our design goal. In Section III, we review the
bilinear pairings, 2DNF cryptosystem and cross product as
the preliminaries. Then, we present our Polaris in Section IV,
followed by the security analysis and performance evaluation
in Section V and Section VI, respectively. We also review
some related works in Section VII. Finally, we draw our
conclusions in Section VIII.

II. Models and Design Goal

In this section, we formalize the system model, security
requirements, and identify our design goal.
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Fig. 2. System model under consideration.

A. System Model

The system model focus on how to provide an accurate and
efficient polygons spatial query over outsourced cloud server
without divulging the LBS data and the query information, and
it consists of four parts: Authority (AU), LBS provider(LP),
LBS User(LU), and Cloud Server(CS), as shown in Fig. 2.
• AU is an organization which initializes the whole system

by generating and sending system parameters to LP and
CS respectively.

• LP (i.e., the LBS data owner) owns abundant and accurate
LBS data, and can provide polygons spatial query to the
registered users. With the advancement in cloud comput-
ing, LP tends to outsource his/her LBS data to CS. There-
fore, LP mainly performs two functions: outsourcing LBS
data to CS and providing LU’s registration system. In
order to guarantee the confidentiality of LBS data, LP will
perform some encryption operations before outsourcing
LBS data to CS. With LU’s registration system, LP can
grant LU the right of sending polygons spatial query, and
then the registered LU can be authenticated in CS.

• CS (i.e., the encrypted data storage and process server)
stores abundant encrypted LBS data items from LP, and
provides polygons spatial query services for the registered
LU. CS mainly performs two functions: authenticating
LU and processing polygons spatial searching over en-
crypted data. After receiving the query information from
LU, CS first uses authentication technique to check LU’s
identity, and then processes the polygons spatial query
in ciphertext with LU’s encrypted query. Although CS
is featured with high performance in computation and
storage, since thousands of LU will query the LBS data
at the same time, the efficiency of computation and
communication in CS are still challenging.

• LU is the registered user of LP, and can query the
outsourced LBS data items in CS. In order to provide LU
more convenient LBS range query, the system supports
LU to define the search area (i.e., any convex ) inde-
pendently. In addition, LU will perform some encryption
operations during the process of polygons spatial query
to guarantee the privacy of query information. Moreover,
in order to lower energy costs, the encryption efficiency
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of mobile devices is also very prerequisite.

B. Security Requirements

The privacy of LU’s query information and the confidential-
ity of LBS data are crucial for the success of secure polygons
spatial query application. In our security model, we consider
LP, CS, and LU to be honest-but-curious. Specifically, LP
provides the LBS data accurately, but it is curious about LU’s
query information; CS honestly executes the operations over
ciphertext to search the required LBS data items for LU, but it
also tries to analyze the stored encrypted LBS data to obtain
the LBS data in real world, and guess the query information
of LU according to the LU’s encrypted request. Moreover,
LU may try to access LBS data without registration or to
access LBS data which are out of his/her accessing privileges.
Note that, in our current model, we do not consider any two
parties collude to disclose the third party’s privacy. That is,
the collusion attack on privacy is beyond the scope of this
work, and will be discussed in future research. Therefore, the
following security requirements should be satisfied.
• Privacy. Protecting LU’s query information privacy from

CS, LP and other LUs, i.e., even if CS obtains all requests
from LU and all responses to LU, it cannot identify
LU’s query polygons accurately. In addition, the privacy
requirement also includes CS’s responses, i.e., only the
legal LU can decrypt them.

• Confidentiality. Keeping LP’s sensitive LBS data assets
secret from CS, i.e., even if CS stores all the encrypted
LBS data from LP and all the encrypted requests from
LU, it cannot identify any data item.

• Authentication. Authenticating an encrypted query that is
really sent by a legal LU and has not been modified during
the transmission, i.e., if an illegal user forges a query, this
malicious operation should be detected. In addition, only
the correct queries can be received by CS. Meanwhile,
responses from CS should also be authenticated so that
LU can receive authentic and reliable query results.

C. Design Goal

Under the aforementioned system model and security re-
quirements, our design goal is to develop an efficient privacy-
preserving polygons spatial query framework for location-
based services. Specifically, the following three objectives
should be achieved.
• The security requirements should be guaranteed. If the

framework does not consider the security, LU’s query
information and the sensitive LBS data assets of LP
would be divulged. Then, the LBS application cannot
flourish. Thus, the proposed framework should achieve
the confidentiality and authentication simultaneously.

• The polygons spatial query with high accuracy should be
guaranteed. The user experience is a crucial aspect of the
framework, and it is important that the precision of the
polygons spatial query cannot be lowered while protecting
LU’s privacy. Therefore, the proposed framework should
also provide highly precision.

• Low computation complexity and low communication
overhead should be guaranteed. Although the perfor-
mance of smartphone is continuously improved today, its
battery is still limited. Moreover, although CS has great
computation power, the improvement in computational
efficiency can also reduce energy consumption and the
cost of purchasing hardware. As a result, the proposed
framework should consider the effectiveness in both com-
putation and communication.

III. Preliminaries

In this section, we review the bilinear pairing technique [22],
the 2DNF cryptosystem [20] and cross product [23], which
will serve as the basis of our proposed Polaris framework.

A. Bilinear Pairing of Composite Order

Let G, GT be two cyclic groups of the same composite order
N, where N = p1 p2 is the product of two primes p1, p2, and
g be a generator of G. Suppose G and GT are equipped with
a pairing, and a non-degenerated and efficiently computable
bilinear map e : G × G→ GT has the following properties:

i) Bilinearity. For all u, v ∈ G and a, b ∈ ZN , we have
e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab;

ii) Non-degeneracy. e(g, g) , 1GT ;
iii) Computability. e(u, v) can be computed efficiently for all

u, v ∈ G.

B. 2DNF Cryptosystem

The 2DNF cryptosystem [20] can achieve the homomorphic
properties, which is similar to the Paillier [24] and Okamoto-
Uchiyama [25] encryption schemes. Concretely, the 2DNF
Cryptosystem is comprised of three parts: key generation,
encryption and decryption.
• Key Generation (Gen(ϖ)). Given a security parameter
ϖ ∈ Z+, twoϖ-bit primes numbers p1, p2 are first chosen,
and N = p1 · p2 ∈ Z is computed. Generate a bilinear
group G of order N, and let g, u be two generators of G.
Then, h = up2 is calculated as a random generator of the
subgroup of G with order p1. Finally, private key S K = p1
and public key PK = (N,G,GT , e, g, h) are outputted.

• Encryption. Assume that the message space consists of
integers in the set {0, 1, · · ·,T } with T < p2, then, to
encrypt a message m with public key PK, we select a
random r from {0, 1, · · ·,N − 1} and the ciphertext can be
calculated by C = gm · hr ∈ G.

• Decryption. To decrypt a ciphertext C with private
key S K = p1, be aware of Cp1 = (gm · hr)p1 = (gp1 )m, let
ĝ = gp1 . To achieve the corresponding message m, it
suffices to compute the discrete logarithm of Cp1 = ĝm

base ĝ, since 0 ≤ m ≤ T only takes the expected time
Ô(
√

T ) using Pollard’s lambda method.

C. Cross Product - Point in Convex Polygon Strategies

For a given point p and a convex polygon P = P1P2...Pn

where the vertices are named in the anticlockwise direction, as
shown in Fig. 3(a), the coordinates of the vertices are denoted
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as < (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn) > and (xs, ys) represents the
point p. Point in Convex Polygon Test is the protocol to
determine whether p is inside P. The problem can be eas-
ily solved by performing N points orientation computation
[23]. As shown in Fig. 3(b), for a given order triple points
< Pi, p, Pi+1 >, we defined their orientations follows.

iP

iP

iP

1iP+

1iP+

1iP+

Positive orientation

 Negative orientation

Zero orientation

2P 3P

4P

5P6P

1P

(a) A convex polygons. (b) The points orientation.

Fig. 3. A convex polygon.

• Positive orientation: < Pi, p, Pi+1 > is a counterclockwise
turn.

• Negative orientation: < Pi, p, Pi+1 > is a clockwise turn.
• Zero orientation: < Pi, p, Pi+1 > is collinear.
And, the orientation of the < Pi, p, Pi+1 > can be computed

as follows.

S i =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
xi xs xi+1
yi ys yi+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (xs · yi+1 + xi+1 · yi + xi · ys)
−(xi+1 · ys + xi · yi+1 + xs · yi)

Then, for the given convex polygon P = P1P2...Pn and point
p, the Point in Convex Polygon S trategies can be given by
following protocol:
• Let i ∈ {0, 1, ..., n}, j = (i + 1) mod n, and computes the

orientation S i of the triple points < Pi, p, Pi+1 >,in which
the vertices Pi is visited in a counterclockwise order.

• If all S i ≤ 0, return true; else, return f alse.

IV. Proposed Polaris Framework

In this section, we present our Polaris, which mainly con-
sists of three phases: system initialization, cloud server data
creation, privacy-preserving location based services. The con-
ceptual architecture of Polaris can be depicted in Fig. 4. After
AU sends system parameters to CS and LP, LP outsources
the index and encrypted LBS items to CS, and provides
registration for LU in cloud server data creation. Then, LU can
request for LBS through encrypted query information, and CS
executes the special polygons spatial query algorithm to search
the required LBS data items by traversing all encrypted LBS
data items and send back the encrypted result to LU in privacy-
preserving location based services. For easier expression, we
give the description of notations used in Polaris in TABLE I.
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Fig. 4. The conceptual architecture of Polaris.

TABLE I
Definition of Notations in Polaris

Notation Definition

N = p1 · p2 p1, p2 are two big primes.
ϖ A security parameter.
G,GT The bilinear groups with order n.
g, e The parameters of bilinear groups.
BC1 BC1 = e(g, g)p1 .
BC2 BC2 = gp1 .
E() Symmetric encryption algorithm, e.g., AES.
k The secret key for E().
E′() Asymmetric encryption algorithm, e.g., RSA.
H() The secure cryptographic hash functions.
Ns The serial number of the spatial range query

data items in LP.
Es The encrypted location item of resource s.
Ds The description of the resource s.
(xs, ys) The location coordinate of resource s, with

meter as unit.
(x′s, y

′
s) The location coordinate of resource s.

(ci1, ci2) The search index related to the location of
resource i.

HVS The hash value sequence.
(xqi, yqi) The vertices i of LU’s query convex.
(xqi

′, yqi
′) The disturbed vertices i of LU’s query convex.

(RXi,RYi,QXi,QYi) The key components related to LU’s vertices
i.

S RL The summed resource list.

A. System Initialization

AU first selects a security parameter ϖ to obtain
(G,GT , p1, p2, e, g, h,N = p1 · p2) by running Gen(ϖ) and
computes two secret bases BC1 = e(g, g)p1 and BC2 = gp1 .
Then, AU chooses a random number S KT A = rT A ∈ Z∗N
as its private key, and computes the corresponding public
key PKT A = gS KT A . In addition, AU selects a secure sym-
metric encryption algorithm E(), i.e., AES and a secure
cryptographic hash function H(), where H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗N
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in the system. AU keeps the tuple < p1, S KT A > as the
master key secretly and publishes the system parameters
< N,G,GT , e, g, h, PKT A, E(),H() >.

LP chooses a random number S KLP ∈ Z∗N as its private key,
and computes the corresponding public key PKLP = gS KLP .
Similarly, CS chooses its public and private key pair as
(PKCS = gS KCS , S KCS ), and each LU also chooses a random
number S KUi ∈ Z∗N as its private key and computes its public
key PKUi = gS KUi . When LP registers itself to AU, AU sends
< BC1, BC2 > back to LP in a secure channel, and goes offline
or suffers slowdown to against the single point attack. Then,
LP chooses a random number k ∈ Z∗N as the secret key of E()
to encrypt its LBS resources. As a registered LU of LP, each Ui

is authorized with < BC1, BC2, PKCS , E(),H(), k >, which will
be utilized for retrieving LBS resources in a privacy-preserving
way later. Note that, CS is not given (BC1, BC2); and LP will
publish a list of registered LU to CS, so that the latter can
authenticate these LU.

B. Cloud Server Data Creation
In general, LP has plenty of LBS resources, and most

of resources’ information (such as number, coordinate, de-
scription, etc.) stored in LP is plaintext in the format of
< Ns, (xs, ys) ,Ds > as shown in Fig. 5(a). In order to ensure
the confidentiality of the LBS resources, each data item Ns in
LP should be processed as follows before being uploaded to
CS.

LP first obtains the location information (xs, ys) from the
data item Ns, and computes xs

′ = xs + H (k) and ys
′ = ys +

H (k) to enhance the space of location information, which can
resist the exhaustive attack. Then, LP computes the encrypted
location index Cs1 = BC2

xs
′

and Cs2 = BC2
ys
′
, encrypts the

location item Es = Ek(xs||ys||Ds) with the secure key k, and
outsources the encrypted data item < Ns||Cs1||Cs2||Es > to CS.

After receiving the encrypted items from LP, CS stores them
in the form of < Ns, (Cs1 ,Cs2 ), Es > as shown in Fig. 5(b).

Number Coordinate Description Number Ciphertext Data Item

(b) LBS Resources stored in CS(a) LBS Resources stored in LP

Fig. 5. The LBS resources stored in LP and CS.

In addition, LP computes Hi = H(BC1
i), where 0 ≤ i ≤ η

and η is the range of query which is much small than p2,
and constructs the hash value sequence in a meaningfully
ascending order as HVS = {Hn, . . . ,Hm, . . . ,Ht}, where Hn ≤
Hm ≤ Ht (i.e. Hi from the smallest to the largest). Finally,
the hash value sequence HVS will be uploaded to CS. The
function of HVS is to ensure CS to perform privacy-preserving
query without privacy disclosure. In order to improve the
efficiency, the HVS is arranged in a increasing order, then CS
can perform the position contrast algorithm by binary search
algorithm.

C. Privacy-Preserving Location Based Services

1) User Query Generation: After registering in LP, Ui can
send his/her query request to CS securely and ensure the
privacy of his/her query information by following steps.

• Ui chooses some vertices in the anticlockwise direc-
tion from the map to construct a convex polygon
P = Pq1Pq2...Pqτ, where the vertices are donated as
{ (xq1, yq1), (xq2, yq2), · · · , (xqτ, yqτ) }.

• Ui processes the query information as follows, where k
is only known by LP and LU.

xq1
′ = xq1 + H(k); yq1

′ = yq1 + H(k)
xq2
′ = xq2 + H(k); yq2

′ = yq2 + H(k)
...

...

xqτ
′ = xqτ + H(k); yqτ

′ = yqτ + H(k)

• Ui chooses 2τ random numbers { r11 ∈ Z∗N , r12 ∈ Z∗N , r21 ∈
Z∗N , r22 ∈ Z∗N , · · · , rτ1 ∈ Z∗N , rτ2 ∈ Z∗N }, and computes the
encrypted query as follows.

RX1 = gxq1
′ · hr11 ; RY1 = gyq1

′ · hr12

RX2 = gxq2
′ · hr21 ; RY2 = gyq2

′ · hr22

...
...

RXτ = gxqτ
′ · hrτ1 ; RYτ = gyqτ

′ · hrτ2



QX1 = BC1
xq1
′·yq2

′
; QY1 = BC1

yq1
′·xq2

′

QX2 = BC1
xq2
′·yq3

′
; QY2 = BC1

yq2
′·xq3

′

...
...

QXτ = BC1
xqτ
′·yq1

′
; QYτ = BC1

yqτ
′·xq1

′

• Ui computes ER = EPKCS (RX1||RX2|| . . . ||RXτ||RY1||RY2|| . . .
||RYτ) and EQ = EPKCS (QX1||QX2|| . . . ||QXτ||QY1||QY2|| . . .
||QYτ) with CS’s public key, and makes the signature
S igUi = (H(ER||EQ||Ui||TS ))S KUi with his/her secret key
S KUi , where TS is the current time.

• Ui sends the query < ER||EQ|| Ui||TS ||S igUi > to CS.

2) Privacy-Preserving Search and Response: Upon receiv-
ing the query < ER||EQ||Ui||TS || S igUi >, CS provides the
query service by the following procedure.

CS first checks the validity of timestamp
TS and signature S igUi , i.e., verifies whether
e(g, S igUi ) = e(PKUi,H(ER||EQ||Ui||TS )). After the validity
checking, CS decrypts the ER and EQ by its secret key
S KCS to obtain RX1||RX2|| . . . ||RXτ||RY1||RY2|| . . . ||RYτ and
QX1||QX2|| . . . ||QXτ||QY1||QY2|| . . . ||QYτ. For each data item
Ns stored in CS, CS executes SPSQ in Algorithm 1 to check
whether the data item Ns meets LU’s requirements as follows.

• Step1. The parameter i and j should be set to i = 1, j =
i + 1 mod n.

• Step2. CS computes the search criteria Tsi , where Tsi is
implicitly formed by
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Algorithm 1 SPSQ
1: procedure judge(Ns) ◃ Whether Ns within the range
2: for i← 1 to τ do
3: j = i + 1 mod n
4: compute Tsi according to the equation (1);
5: compute DTsi ← H(Tsi );
6: if DTsi < HVS then
7: return f alse;
8: end if
9: end for

10: return true; ◃ Ns within the range
11: end procedure

Tsi =
e(Cs1 ,RYi) · e(Cs2 ,RX j) · QXi

e(Cs1 ,RY j) · e(Cs2 ,RXi) · QYi

=
e(BC2

xs
′
, gyqi

′ · hri2 ) · e(BC2
ys
′
, gxq j

′ · hr j1 ) · QXi

e(BC2
xs
′
, gyq j

′ · hr j2 ) · e(BC2
ys
′
, gxqi

′ · hri1 ) · QYi

=
e(gxs

′
, gyqi

′·p1 ) · e(gys
′
, gxq j

′·p1 ) · BC1
xqi
′·yq j

′

e(gxs
′
, gyq j

′·p1 ) · e(gys
′
, gxqi

′·p1 ) · BC1
xq j
′·yqi

′

=
BC1

(xs
′·yqi

′+ys
′·xq j

′+xqi
′·yq j

′)

BC1
(xs
′·yq j

′+ys
′·xqi

′+xq j
′·yqi

′)

= BC1
(xs·yqi+ys·xq j+xqi·yq j)−(xs·yq j+ys·xqi+xq j·yqi)

= BC1
−S qi (1)

• Step3. CS computes DTsi = H(Tsi ) and searches DTsi

in the hash value sequence HVS by running the bi-
nary search algorithm. If DTsi is found in HVS , the
−S qi should be positive and the orientation S qi of the
triple points < Pqi,Ns, Pq j > should be minus, and con-
tinue; otherwise, the orientation S qi of the triple points
< Pqi,Ns, Pq j > should be positive, and quit.

• Step4. Check whether i ≤ τ. If it does hold, let i = i + 1
mod n, j = j + 1mod n and go to the Step2; otherwise,
CS records the current encrypted data item Ns in the
temporary resource list S RL.

After traversing through all the LBS data items in CS one
by one, a S RL with w items will be stored as < 1, Ei >, <
2, E j >, < 3, Ek >, · · · , < w, El >.

CS encrypts S RL with the secure asymmetric
encryption algorithm E′() and Ui’s public key
PKUi , i.e., E′PKUi

(S RL), and makes a signature
S igcs = H(E′PKUi

(S RL)||IDcs||TS )S Kcs by its private key
S Kcs. Finally, CS sends < E′PKUi

(S RL)||IDcs||TS ||S igcs > to
Ui.

3) Query Result Reading: Upon receiving
< E′PKUi

(S RL)||IDcs||TS ||S igcs > from CS, the Ui first
verifies the validity by checking whether e(g, S igcs) =

e(PKcs,H(E′PKUi
(S RL)||IDcs||TS )), and then decrypts the

items in S RL with the secret key S KUi and k to read the
encrypted query results.

In addition, considering the query range might be concave
polygons. In this cases, LU can use the algorithms for the
optimal convex decomposition problem [26] to decompose the
concave into the minimum number of convex polygons, and

then queries with each convex in CS respectively. The query
result of the concave would be the union of the response of
each convex.

Correctness of the SPSQ algorithm. As the convex
has counterclockwise order, only when all S qi of triangle
< Pqi,Ns, Pqi+1 > are negative, the point Ns appears at the
same side for all the edges PqiPqi+1, which means the point
Ns is inside the convex polygon P = Pq1Pq2...Pqτ. In our
SPSQ algorithm, the magnitude of −S qi can be interpreted
as the positive area of the parallelogram which is the twice
of the area of the triangle < Pqi,Ns, Pq j >. And we can
define η = 20, 000, 000, since the area of the search range
is usually less than 10 square kilometres and the area of
the triangle < Pqi,Ns, Pq j > is less than twice of the area
of the search range. Then, if the resource Ns meets LU’s
requirements, i.e.,0 ≤ −S qi ≤ 20, 000, 000 (0 ≤ i ≤ τ), and
the corresponding Tsi (0 ≤ i ≤ τ) must be in HVS ; otherwise,
−S qi ≤ 0, Tsi = BC1

−S qi = BC1
q2−S qi , and the corresponding Tsi

will not be in HVS , since q2−S qi ≫ 20, 000, 000. Therefore,
the search results provided by SPSQ are the same as that of
the Point in Convex Polygon S trategies in the plain domain,
i.e., the proposed privacy-preserving strategy cannot affect the
query result validity. As a result, the correctness follows.

V. Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security properties of the pro-
posed Polaris. Specifically, following the security requirements
discussed earlier, our analysis will focus on how the proposed
Polaris achieve LU’s query information privacy, the LBS data
confidentiality, and source authentication of the query request
and response.
• The privacy of the LU’s query polygons is achieved

in the proposed Polaris. In the proposed Polaris,
the vertices of LU’s require polygons are encrypted
in the form of RX1||RX2|| . . . ||RXτ, RY1||RY2|| . . . ||RYτ,
QX1||QX2|| . . . ||QXτ and QY1||QY2|| . . . ||QYτ, where RXi =

gxqi
′ · hri1 , RYi = gyqi

′ · hri2 , QXi = BC1
xqi
′·yq(i+1)

′
, and

QYi = BC1
yqi
′·xq(i+1)

′
, before being sent to CS. And to avoid

the exhaustive attack against RXi, RYi, QXi and QYi by
Pollard’s lambda method, the sample space of LU’s query
locations are increased by computing xqi

′ = xqi + H(k)
and yqi

′ = yqi + H(k). Since k and BC1 are only known
by LP and the registered LU, and the collusion attack
is not considered in current security model, CS cannot
obtain LU’s actual query polygons according to his/her
query requests. Specifically, encrypted LU’s queries and
encrypted LBS data are computed in CS to obtain the
encrypted result, which will be sent back to LU, and
CS also cannot obtain any useful information of query
polygons, even in the continuous search queries envi-
ronment. Meanwhile, CS still provides accurate service
to the registered LU by the proposed position contrast
algorithm. Specifically, according to the exponential of
search criteria Tsi = BC1

−S qi (0 < i ≤ τ), CS can
easily find all the eligible LBS data items by traversing
through the search index of LBS data items, but it cannot
obtain any useful information of LU’s query information.
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Moreover, both LU and CS do not interact with LP when
the polygons range query is processing, and LU’s query
request is encrypted by CS’s public key PKCS before
being sent to CS, so LP cannot obtain the actual query
information of LU. In addition, before being sent to LU
Ui, the polygons range query result is encrypted by PKUi

and only be decrypted by S KUi which is only known
by Ui. Therefore, other registered users and LP cannot
get U′i s query result. From those aspects, LU’s query
information is privacy-preserving in the proposed Polaris.

• The proposed Polaris can achieve confidentiality of LBS
data. Specifically, CS cannot obtain the actual location
information of the resource, although it can get all the
outsourced data items and LU’ query information. In the
proposed Polaris, before LP publishes its data items to
CS, each item’s coordinate and description have been
encrypted with a secure symmetrical encryption algorithm
in the form of Ek = Ek(xs||ys||Ds), where the encryption
key k is kept secret from CS. Meanwhile, the corre-
sponding search index (Ci1 ,Ci2 ), which can be implicitly
expressed as Ci1 = BC2

x′i , Ci2 = BC2
y′i has been computed

to achieve efficient search over encrypted data items. And
to avoid the exhaustive attack against Ci1 ,Ci2 by Pollard’s
lambda method, the sample space of source’s actual
location is also increased by computing x′s = xs + H(k)
and y′s = ys + H(k). In addition, the proposed Polaris can
resist the guessing attacks and algebraic attacks for LU’s
vertices locations and LBS data. Specifically, to avoid the
guessing attacks for BC1 in the evaluation dataset HVS ,
the relationship between BC1 and Hi is hidden by a secure
hash function H(). Moreover, CS perform the SPSQ with
H(Tsi ), and the exponents −S qi and the exponents of HVS
cannot be constructed in linearly independent polygons.
Thus, the algorithm in [27] is invalid for our SPSQ even
if LU requests many times and the Polaris can resist
the algebraic attacks. Therefore, from the given aspects,
CS cannot obtain the resource’s actual location (xs, ys)
according to the outsourced encrypted LBS data items.

• The authentication of the query request and response
are achieved in the proposed Polaris. In the proposed
Polaris, each registered LU’s request and the response
of CS are signed by BLS short signature [28]. Since
the BLS short signature is provably secure under the
Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem in the
random oracle model, the source authentication can be
guaranteed. Moreover, for any unregistered user, since
he/she doesn’t have the secret key k and BC1, he/she also
cannot submit valid query request to CS. As a result, the
query request from the unregistered user and the response
from the mendacious CS in the spatial range query system
can be detected in the proposed Polaris.

From the above analysis, we can conclude that the proposed
Polaris is secure and privacy-preserving, and can achieve the
desirable security goal in the security model under considera-
tion.

VI. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we first evaluate the performance of the
proposed Polaris in terms of the computation complexity of
CS, LP and LU. Then, we implement Polaris and deploy it in
a real environment to evaluate its integrated performance.

A. Evaluation Environment

In order to measure the integrated performance of Polaris
in real environment, we implement Polaris on smartphone and
workstation with a real LBS dataset. Specifically, a smartphone
with 1.2GHz quad-core processor, 2GB RAM, Android 4.4.2,
and three workstations with 2.0 GHz 6-core processor, 64GB
RAM, Windows 7, are chosen to evaluate LU, LP, CS and AU
respectively, which are connected through 802.11g WLAN.
Based on our proposed Polaris, an application built in Java,
named Polaris.apk, is installed in smartphone to simulate LU,
the simulators of LP, CS and AU are deployed in three work-
stations, and the LBS resources and corresponding encryption
LBS resources are stored in LP and CS. As shown in Fig. 6(a),
LU can register in LP, query in CS, and display result in the
smartphone by Polaris.apk. In order to evaluate the Polaris in
real environment, the LBS resources’ geographic coordinates
are collected from the open street map in Beijing [29] as
LP’s resource items, which has 30927 geographic coordinates,
and the corresponding storage space is 1.90MB. Meanwhile,
the evaluation dataset HVS with 20,000,000 preprocessed
SHA-256 values is constructed, which needs 19.07MB storage
space.

B. Computation Complexity

We evaluate the proposed Polaris framework in the compu-
tation complexity of LP, LU and CS. Specifically, we assume
that the number of LP’s spatial resources is N, and when LP
encrypts the spatial resources, it requires 2N exponentiation
operations in Zq2 . Moreover, when a registered LP Ui generates
a spatial require which includes M points, it requires 6M
exponentiation operations and 2M multiplication operations
to encrypt the query. After receiving the query form Ui, CS
first computes Tsi , which requires 4M pairing operations and
2M multiplication operations in the worst-case for each data
item. CS traverses all data items stored in CS, which require
4MN pairing operations and 2MN multiplication operations
in the worst-case. Denote the computation overheads of an
exponentiation operations in Zq2 , a multiplication operation in
G/Gt, and a pairing operation by Cp, Cm, and Ce, respectively.
Therefore, the computation overhead of LP, LU and CS
are 2N*Ce, 2M*Cp+4M*Ce+2M*Cm, and 4MN*Cp+2MN*Cm,
respectively.

Different from other time-consumption homomorphic en-
cryption technique, the proposed special polygon spatial query
algorithm SPSQ uses Pollard’s lambda method over composite
order group. It can provide accurate LBS and largely reduce
the encryption times for the smartphone and CS. In the
following, for the comparison with Polaris, we selected a
proximity detection scheme for convex polygons (PDCP) [19],
which can provide LU location query in a convex polygon,
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(a) LU interface of Polaris.apk.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation environment and computation complexity of Polaris.

but cannot keep the query result secret from server. Denote
the points of the query convex polygon and the LBS data
by M and N, and let l be domain-size. Therefore, the cor-
responding computational complexity of the LU and CS are
(5M+2N+3l∗MN+4MN)∗Ce+(5M+N+l∗MN+3MN)∗Cm

and (5MN +2l ∗MN) ∗Ce + (11MN +3l ∗MN + l2 ∗MN) ∗Cm,
respectively.

We present the computation complexity comparison of
Polaris and PDCP in TABLE II. It is obvious that our proposed
SPSQ can achieve privacy-preserving location based services
with low computation complexity. In Fig. 6 (b) and (c), we
further plot the computation overhead vary with different query
points in LU and CS, and we assume the number of data
resource is 100. From the figures, we can see that with the
increase of query points’ numbers, the computation overhead
of PDCP increases hugely, which is much higher than that of
our proposed Polaris. Although the computation overhead of
our proposed Polaris also increases when the number of query
points is larger, it is still much less than that of PDCP. In
conclusion, our proposed Polaris can achieve better efficiency
in terms of computation overhead in LU and CS.

TABLE II
Comparison of Computation Complexity

Polaris PDCP [19]

LBS
User

2M* Cp + 4M* Ce +
2M*Cm

(5M+2N+3l∗MN+4MN)∗Ce+
(5M + N + l ∗ MN + 3MN) ∗Cm

Cloud
server

4MN*Cp + 2MN*Cm (5MN+2l∗MN)∗Ce+ (11MN+
3l ∗ MN + l2 ∗ MN) ∗Cm

C. Simulation and Evaluation

1) LP: In our proposed Polaris, LP outsources his/her LBS
data to CS. Before being sent to CS, each LBS data item
should be encrypted to (Ci1,Ci2) as shown in IV-B. The factor
impacting the computation overhead of LP is the number of
spatial resources. Therefore, different number of resources are
chosen to illustrate the computation overhead of LP. As shown
in Fig. 7(a), the numbers of resources are selected from 30
to 300. It is obvious that the computation overhead of LP
increases linearly as the number of resources increase. The
reason is that when LP outsources his/her LBS dataset to CS,

each LBS data should be operated to obtain Ci1,Ci2 and Ek,
which will lead to the linear increase of computation overhead
with the increase of resources’ number.

2) LU: The query response time of LU (i.e. smartphone)
is an important factor illustrating our proposed Polaris frame-
work. Therefore, different numbers of query points and query
ranges are chosen to illustrate the computation cost of LU.
Specifically, we set the resource number is 100, query points
are chosen from 3 to 10, and the query ranges are set from 1
to 10 times more than basic range. As shown in Fig. 7(b), with
the increase of query points’ number, LU’s overhead increases
linearly and the query range has no impact on LU. It is obvious
that the total computation overhead in LU is less than 200
milliseconds, and only once communication.

3) CS: In our proposed Polaris framework, after receiving
a query request from LU, CS will compute the search criteria
Tsi for each LU’s query point using bilinear pairing over
composite order group for each resource in query region,
which is the mainly computation overhead of CS. We assume
that the factors impacting the computation overhead of CS are
the number of query points and LU’s query range. Specifically,
query points are chosen from 3 to 10, and the query range are
set from 1 to 10 times more than basic range in Fig. 7(c). It is
obvious that the computation overhead increases linearly with
the increase of query points’ number and query range. Note
that the computation overheads in CS are less than 2 seconds
for searching all spatial resources, which is acceptable.

From the above analysis, the proposed Polaris framework is
indeed efficient in terms of computation and communication
cost, which is suitable for the smartphone and cloud server.

VII. RelatedWorks
The range query privacy has gained great interest in recent

years, and we briefly review some related to ours.
Most previous works on location based services adopt the

k-Anonymity [13] to ensure user’s privacy. Specifically, Kalnis
et al. [14] presented a framework for preventing location-based
identity inference of users who issue spatial queries to Loca-
tion Based Services, whose transformations based on the well-
established k-anonymity concept to compute exact answers for
range and nearest neighbor search, without revealing the query
source. Ku et al. [30] provided network distance spatial query
solutions algorithms for answering nearest neighbor queries
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Fig. 7. Computation complexity of LP, LU and CS.

and range queries on spatial networks without revealing private
information of the query initiator by utilizing k-anonymity
mechanisms. Vu et al. [15] proposed a mechanism based on
locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) to partition user locations into
groups each containing at least k users (called spatial cloaks),
which is shown to preserve both locality and k-anonymity,
and devise an efficient algorithm to answer kNN queries for
any point in the spatial cloaks of arbitrary polygonal shape.
However, k-Anonymity ensures that a user cannot be identified
with a probability at least 1/k. Although the adversary does not
infer the actual location in general, the location information
will be leaked if k users’ locations were in the same place
or in a sensitive region, and it brings heavy communication
overhead to user.

Cloaking technique are extensively used to prevent the
disclosure of user’s data through blurring the user location into
a cloaked spatial regions [16], [17], [31]. Mokbel et al. [16]
presented a framework in which user can entertain location-
based services without revealing their location information
by blurring users’ exact location into cloaked area. Different
form [16] only focus on handling rectangular cloaked regions,
Liu et al. [17] proposed a new convex hull of polygon
(CHP) algorithm for nearest-neighbor queries using a polygon
cloaked area. Ngo et al. [31] introduced a new location privacy
aware nearest-neighbor query processor that provides efficient
processing of complicated polygonal and circular cloaked
regions, by proposing the Vertices Reduction Paradigm and
the Group Execution Agent. However, instead of returning
an exact answers to the user, the above privacy framework
using cloaking technique returns a list of candidate answers
according to the cloaked users or cloaked area which brings
heavy communication overhead to user side. What’s more,
those schemes provided LBS with plaintext in server, which
is not suitable for outsourced environment.

Homomorphic encryption is a usual method to achieve data
operations over encrypted data without decrypting it, which
can be used for outsourced environment. Ghinita et al. [18]
protected the location privacy of users by encrypting location
data using private information retrieval (PIR) protocols and
devise cryptographic protocols that privately evaluate whether
a point is enclosed inside a rectangular region or a convex
polygon and provide solutions for exact NN queries with
Paillier’s homomorphic encryption. Mu et al. [19] proposed a
novel approach that allows a mobile user to define an arbitrary

convex polygon on the map and test whether locations are lo-
cated therein. They employed a secure two-party computation
protocol which is based on Pailler homomorphic cryptosystem.
However, most of homomorphic encryption schemes require
massive resource-consuming computation, which makes them
not quite suitable for providing efficient LBS service.

Different from above works, our proposed Polaris frame-
work aims at the efficiency and privacy issues, and based on
an improved homomorphic encryption technology over com-
posite order group, we develop an efficient privacy-preserving
spatial range query scheme for polygon in outsourced cloud.
In particular, the proposed Polaris framework can easily be
implemented in the smartphone and cloud server, and the
processing of spatial range query is just needed in the cloud
server. The computation costs in both smartphone and cloud
server are acceptable.

VIII. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient and privacy-
preserving polygons spatial query framework for location-
based services, named Polaris. Based on an improved efficient
homomorphic encryption technology over composite order
group, the proposed Polaris can achieve query polygons priva-
cy preservation and confidentiality of LBS data. Specifically,
for an LBS query request from a registered LU, the LBS query
execution is directly performed over ciphertext on CS without
decryption, and the result of LBS query can only be decrypted
by LU. Thus, LU can get accurate LBS query result without
divulging his/her query information. Detailed security analysis
shows its security strength and privacy-preserving ability,
and extensive experiments are conducted to demonstrate its
efficiency.
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